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Green PI for Cyber Resilience  
Resume your operations in 5 minutes after a cyberattack thanks to Green PI, a 
secure and autonomous digital infrastructure, deployable on the fly. 

Cyber Resilience  
is the ability to continue operational activities while
the company has suffered a cyberattack. With a
ransomware attack every 14 seconds, and serious
cyberattacks doubling in Europe with the Ukrainian
war, for companies around the globe, the question is
not if but when they will experience an attack. It is
therefore crucial to be able to resume operations as
soon as possible (in 5 minutes and not ≃ 3 to 7 weeks)
while reducing the costs related to the incident (≃ 4.5
million/year).

Green PI is an on-the-fly deployable edge
platform that restores connectivity and critical
digital services to work in degraded mode right
after an attack.

Industries: Finance, Energy, 
Health, Insurance, SMEs/VSEs,
Public Administrations, etc.

Degraded Mode
Just after the attack 

A set of IoE platforms stored or  
strategically placed to form a 
network in less than 5 minutes. 

1 IoE platform = 300 m² and 
about 30 users. 

Access to Green PI's native 
services: messaging, file 
sharing, audio chat, blockchain. 

Backup Mode

allows to restore your critical 
services for business 
operations recovery in the 
event of an attack.

Backup of company-specific 
internal services and/or data 
to a local server

Multi-site

Tailor-made Services

Secure interconnection of 
multiple sites.

Connect different sites: 
remote and office 
employees.

1 IoE platform per 
teleworker for full control 
of the remote environment.
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Employee training: 
A crucial aspect in the prevention of cyberattacks.                   

Cyber resilience simulation exercises with our solution. 
. 

Maintenance suscription: 
a) Access to software update

b) Technical support
+
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